SHOWING COLOURED
‘RIBBONS AND DREAMS’ SHOW

OPEN TO COLOURED HORSES AND PONIES, NOVICE COLOURED AND HORSES AND PONIES OF ALTERNATIVE COLOUR (ROAN, DUN, PALOMINO, APPALOOSA, BLAGDONS, SOLID COLOUR COBS ETC)

WE HAVE EXPERIENCED, RESPECTED PANEL JUDGES FOR ALL CLASSES

SUNDAY 29TH MAY 2016
TO BE HELD AT RICHMOND EQUESTRIAN CENTRE.
ALL RINGS TO START AT 8.30AM PROMPT.
FIRST AID IS COMPULSORY AT £2 PER COMPETITOR
CLASSES ARE £10 PER CLASS ON THE DAY
PRE ENTRY FOR ALL CLASSES £8 OR £35 FOR 5 CLASSES
UP TO THE 15TH MAY 2016

THE OUTDOOR DRESSAGE ARENA WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR WARM-UP ALL DAY.

BELMONT SHOW TEAM
LARGE INDOOR RING
IN HAND SECTION
OPEN TO ALL COLOURED (PIEBALD/SKEWBALD) AND BREED/TYPES
1ST AND 2ND FROM EACH SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP TO GO FORWARD TO THE EVENING PERFORMANCE
NOT BEFORE 6 PM
JUDGE - MRS LYNDSEY BIRTWELL

C1   YEARLINGS (Inc Foals under 6 months old)
C2   2 AND 3 YEAR OLDS
SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP
C3   STALLIONS ANY HEIGHT - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL
C4   BEST MARSE ANY HEIGHT - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL
C5   BEST GELDING ANY HEIGHT - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL
SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP
C6   SHOW COB UNDER 15.1HH - HOGGED AND TRIMMED
C7   SHOW COB OVER 15.1 HH - HOGGED AND TRIMMED
SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP
C8   PART BRED UNDER 15HH - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL
C9   PART BRED OVER 15HH - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL
SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP

LUNCH BREAK APPROX 1 HOUR
DURING THIS BREAK THERE WILL BE A FOR SALE DISPLAY WHICH IS STRICTLY PRE ENTRY INFORMATION COMMENTATED IN THE RING SHOWN AS INDIVIDUAL CAN BE RIDDEN OR INHAND

C10  TRADITIONAL AND NATIVE PONY UNDER 15HH
C11  TRADITIONAL AND NATIVE HORSE OVER 15.1HH
C12  NON NATIVE PONY UNDER 15HH
C13  NON NATIVE HORSE OVER 15.1HH
SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP

C14  HUNTER/HUNTER TYPE PONY UNDER 15HH
C15  HUNTER/HUNTER TYPE HORSE OVER 15HH
SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP

C16  VETERAN 15-20 YEARS ANY HEIGHT - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL
C17  VETERAN 20 YEARS AND OVER ANY HEIGHT - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL
SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP

THE RIBBONS AND DREAMS RING
LARGE OUTDOOR RING – Will be sectioned to provide warm-up for the ring.
RIDDEN CLASSES
8.30AM START
ALL SECTION CHAMPIONS AND RESERVES TO GO FORWARD FOR EVENING PERFORMANCE NOT BEFORE 6PM

JUDGES - MR JIM MCTIFFIN
RIDE JUDGE - PHILIPPA HOYLE

C18 LEAD REIN NOT TO EXCEED 128CM RIDERS 3-7 YEARS OLD HANDLERS OVER 14 YEARS OF AGE
C19 FIRST RIDDEN NOT TO EXCEED 138CM, RIDERS 8 TO 12 YEARS

SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP

C20 RIDDEN PONY UNDER 15.1HH - excluding lead rein and first ridden ponies - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL
C21 RIDDEN HORSE OVER 15HH - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL - to be ridden by ride judge

SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP

C22 TRADITIONAL AND NATIVE UNDER 15.1HH - EXCLUDING LEAD REIN
C23 TRADITIONAL AND NATIVE OVER 15.1HH - TO BE RIDDEN BY THE JUDGE

SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP

C24 PART BRED UNDER 15HH - EXCLUDING LEAD REIN
C25 PART BRED OVER 15.1HH - TO BE RIDDEN BY THE JUDGE

SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP

LUNCHBREAK

NOVELTY CLASSES IN RING OVER LUNCH BREAK £2 PER CLASS

JUDGE - MRS GEMMA PIPER

JUST MY CUP OF TEA (PONY THE JUDGE WOULD LIKE TO TAKE HOME)
MY BEST FRIEND
BEST MANE AND TAIL
BEST 6 LEGS

C26 SHOW COB UNDER 15HH - HOGGED AND TRIMMED
C27 SHOW COB OVER 15.1HH - HOGGED AND TRIMMED - TO BE RIDDEN BY THE JUDGE

SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP

C28 HUNTER/HUNTER TYPE PONY - UNDER 15HH
C29 HUNTER/HUNTER TYPE HORSE - OVER 15.1HH - TO BE RIDDEN BY THE JUDGE

SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP

C30 VETERAN 15-20 YEARS - ANY HEIGHT - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL
C31 VETERAN 21 AND OVER - ANY HEIGHT - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL

NO GALLOP IN INDIVIDUAL SHOW

SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP

C32 STALLION PLAITED ANY HEIGHT
C33 STALLION NON PLAITED ANY HEIGHT

SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP

THE DJ RING  (SMALL INDOOR RING)

SECTION CHAMPIONS AND RESERVE IN BOTH NOVICE RIDDEN AND IN HAND GO FORWARD TO EVENING PERFORMANCE NOT BEFORE 6PM.

NOVICE AND ALTERNATE COLOUR SECTION
PLEASE ENTER THESE CLASSES IN THE SPIRIT FOR WHICH THEY ARE INTENDED

JUDGE - MRS GEMMA PIPER

C34 BEST MARKINGS - ANY HEIGHT - ANY COLOUR - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL (IN HAND)
C34A BEST RESCUE, HORSE/PONY - ANY COLOUR, PLAITED/TRADITIONAL AND/OR ADOPTED (IN HAND)
C35 YOUNG HANDLERS UNDER 4-7 YEARS OF AGE - CAN BE ASSISTED
C36 YOUNG HANDLERS 8-17 YEARS OF AGE
C37 SHETLAND, MINIS AND FALABELLAS (IN HAND)
C38 NEW COMBINATION ANY HEIGHT (PARTNERSHIP OF 12 MONTHS AND UNDER) - (IN HAND)

SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP FOR 1ST AND 2ND IN CLASSES 34-38
NOVICE RIDDEN CLASSES IN DJ RING

C39  WALK TROT ONLY ANY HEIGHT - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL
C40  NOVICE PONY UNDER 15HH OF ANY COLOUR, TYPE AND BREED - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL
C41  NOVICE HORSE 15.1HH OF ANY COLOUR, TYPE AND BREED - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL
C42  PROMISING YOUNGSTER - ANY HEIGHT - AGE 4-6 YEARS, ANY COLOUR, TYPE AND BREED - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL

SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP FOR 1ST AND 2ND CLASSES 39 - 42

LUNCH BREAK

THE DJ RING CAN BE USED AS A WARM UP RING OVER THE LUNCH BREAK

ALTERNATE COLOURED SECTION

ROANS, DUNS, CREMELLO, PAINT, BLAGONS, SOLID COLOUR COBS, PALOMINO, SPOTTIES ETC

CHAMPION AND RESERVE IN BOTH INHAND AND RIDDEN TO GO FORWARD TO EVENING PERFORMANCE NOT BEFORE 6PM

JUDGE – MRS SUE – HELEN SHUTTLEWORTH

ALTERNATE IN HAND

C43  TACK AND TURNOUT - ANY HEIGHT CLASS - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL
C44  YEARLINGS, 2 AND 3 YEAR OLDS - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL
C45  PART BRED - ANY HEIGHT - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL
C46  BEST ALTERNATE COLOUR - ANY HEIGHT - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL

SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP FOR 1ST AND 2ND CLASSES 43-46

ALTERNATE RIDDEN

C47  LEAD REIN RIDER 4 YEARS AND OVER - HANDLER 14 YEARS OF AGE AND OVER
C48  RIDDEN ANY HEIGHT - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL
C49  BEST MARE - ANY HEIGHT - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL
C50  BEST GELDING - ANY HEIGHT - PLAITED AND TRADITIONAL

SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP FOR 1ST AND 2ND CLASSES 47-50

EVENING PERFORMANCE

C51  CONCOURS D'ELEGANCE CAN BE RIDDEN SIDE SADDLE OR ASTRIDE
This class is PRE-ENTRY ONLY
   Rosette to all competitors in class 51 and sash to winner!!!!

ALL SECTION CHAMPS AND RESERVES FROM ALL RINGS TO GO FORWARD TO SUPREME OF RING.

SUPREME AND RESERVE SUPREME OF THE DAY WILL BE REWARDED!!!

SUPREME 1 - SECTION CHAMPION / RESERVE WINNERS FROM RING 1 IN HAND TO COMPETE
SUPREME 2 - SECTION CHAMPION / RESERVE WINNERS FROM RING 2 RIDDEN TO COMPETE
SUPREME 3 - SECTION CHAMPION / RESERVE WINNERS FROM RING 3 NOVICE IN HAND AND RIDDEN
SUPREME 4 - SECTION CHAMPION / RESERVE WINNERS FROM RING 3 ALTERNATIVE COLOURED IN HAND AND RIDDEN

SUPREME OF SHOW!!!

ALL SUPREME AND RESERVE SUPREMES, TO COMPETE FOR THE OVERALL SUPREME CHAMPION AND RESERVE SUPREME CHAMPION OF THE DAY.

A SPECIAL SPORTSPERSONSHIP SASH WILL BE AWARDED TO THE BEST COMPETITOR BOTH SENIOR AND JUNIORS, SO REMEMBER TO SMILE, BE RESPECTFUL AND SUPPORTIVE AND HAVE FUN. THIS WILL BE AN ON THE SPOT AWARD MADE THROUGHOUT THE DAY, PRESENTED BY
THE FOUNDER AND CHAIR OF SHOWING COLOURED S MRS JULIE COLEMAN.

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT ALL COMPETITORS HOLD THEIR OWN INSURANCE, AS THE ORGANISERS CAN ACCEPT NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR LOSS, DAMAGE OR THEFT OF PERSONAL PROPERTY OR TO VEHICLES OR ANIMALS.

HATS WITH STRAPS MUST BE WORN IN ALL CLASSES. A DISCLAIMER WILL BE AVAILABLE TO SIGN FOR THE EVENING PERFORMANCE.

PLEASE TAKE ALL LITTER HOME WITH YOU/
ALL DOGS TO BE KEPT ON THE LEAD
HARD HATS TO BE WORN WHILST MOUNTED
HORSES MUST NOT BE LEFT UNATTENDED

IN THE EVENT OF A COMPLAINT PLEASE SUBMIT IN WRITING TO MRS JULIE COLEMAN ACCOMPANIED BY A FEE OF £30 POUND IF THE COMPLAINT IS UPHELD THIS WILL BE RETURNED.

ONLY ON PRODUCTION OF A VETS CERTIFICATE WILL A REFUND BE GIVEN
NO SWAPPING OF CLASSES OR REFUND OF CLASSES ON THE DAY.

PRE ENTRIES MAY CHANGE CLASSES UP TO TWO WEEKS BEFORE THE SHOW DATE BUT NO REFUNDS UNLESS A VETS CERT IS PRODUCED.

SCHEDULES AVAILABLE FROM:
jcoleman0190@yahoo.com
 gemma.piper@outlook.com
sammie.b78@hotmail.com